
Check how colours and creativity 

involved in a logo design can make a 

brand speak about its personality



Who is BAMBOO & BIRYANI Really?
Bamboo & Biryani is a QSR (Quick Service Restaurant) based 

in Vijayawada, India.We wanted to give the icon a bit powerful 

and perfection combining the values & functionality of the 

company with the power of visibility. Bamboo and Biryani 

brings to you the best bamboo biryani of Vijayawada! Pre-

pared in the most natural and methodical way, the biryani at 

Bamboo and Biryani is made with utmost care, so it not only 

fills your hunger but touches your heart as well.

Desideratum by brand

Connecting the Dots

Bamboo & Biryani desired to be the best in town brand for 

authentic biryani. It always wanted to keep freshness as their 

topmost priority in their services. Our client approached us 

with a bunch of requirements for designing the minimalistic 

yet an innovative logo design, packaging design. As there are 

ample of unknown restaurants that provide biryani we wanted 

to design in such a way that makes the brand stands out of 

the crowd. It should encapsulate all the uniqueness of 

Bamboo & Biryani into a logo. It was challenging for us to

accommodate multiple requirements yet we designed one.

1. Brand identity creation

2. Package designs

3. Coming Soon Campaign



How we did it
We have joined 2B’s together to represent not only Bamboo and 

Biryani but also form a Biryani Pot. We chose the colours green & 

grey to make the brand fresh and gets close to the young crowd 

which is important in F&B industry. The bold font is easy for people 

to focus on and visualize.

Also, package designs play an important role in alluring customers,

especially for a new business. We made sure that package looks elegant 

and attractive.

Advertising campaigns are a new way of branding. So we designed a 

coming soon campaign for Bamboo & Biryani for rapid market 

penetration.



A road not taken
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Semiotics is the best way of designing brand identity but a less 

taken path in general. Strawberry branding used semiotics in 

creating an innovative brand logo. Also using an Ad campaign is 

the updated version of introducing a brand into an industry. 

Coming soon Ad campaign creates curiosity among the customers 

for the brand that fetches them with profits after its launch.


